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WHO WE ARE ?

ABILITY is the first car rental in Kurdistan .If you are looking for a chauffeur driven car to hire
for that special occasion , you have to come to the right place . ABILITY is “ fully licensed “ for
private car hire , offering a vast fleet of luxurious for its clients . ABILITY prides on being both
courteous and reliable . As one of the first and fastest growing chauffeur drive companies in
Kurdistan , we are committed to maintain a high level of service . In ABILITY you can be certain
that you will be in safe hands .
Our staff and drivers are selected for their courtesy and patience , and they are all originally from
Kurdistan .More than not, company attempts to pigeon hole their customers and the process they
appear to be flexible . We are different and we aim to genuinely provide solutions, no matter how
complicated your plans are , give us a call and put us to the test .
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General Business Activities
ABILITY has been established as a real company in Kurdistan. Our business model is based on
the accomplishment of services for customers in car rental in the Area. Based on the decision
of the company to diversify our services; we have established this corporation to cater for
corporate hire, special events, VIP hires. In addition to car rental investments, the company has
invested portions of its assets to hire a medium sized saloon, a luxurious SUV and large
vehicles such as Grader and Dozer Caterpillar D9.

Company Strategy
Purpose: To be a leader in the car rental business by providing enhanced services, relationship
and profitability.
Vision: To provide quality services that exceeds the expectations of our esteemed customers.
Mission statement: To build long term relationships with our customers and clients and provide
exceptional customer services by pursuing business through advanced properties and
transportation services.
Core values: We believe in treating our customers with respect and faith. We grow through
creativity, we integrate honesty, integrity and business ethics into all aspects of our
business functioning
Goals: Regional expansion in the field of car rental and develop a strong base of key customers.
Increase the assets and investments of the company to support the development of services.
To build good reputation in the field of car rental and become a key player in Kurdistan.

Services
Services offered:
Daily, weekly and monthly rentals
Leasing of all vehicle categories tailored to suit our customer's needs.
ABILITY Car Rental's service – giving you the chance to be driven in the finest vehicles
according to your own chauffeur needs. Here at ABILITY Car Rental we understand that your
time is precious and that some people place a premium on both comfort and getting where you
need to go.
That's why you can now choose from ABILITY services, designed to fit your motoring needs
into your busy schedule, be it business or personal.
Being driven by a professional chauffeur is not a luxury reserved only for the super-rich, it is for
anyone who values their time. You may want to use that time to work or just sit back and relax
as our professionally trained chauffeurs take you wherever you want to go in our fleet of
luxurious vehicles. Be it business or pleasure, ABILITY is the most effective way to get there on
time and in total comfort.
Let ABILITY look after your traveling needs with the following range of services:
One-off transfers
Personal service
Airport transfers
Inter-city transfers
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You can choose to relax or get on with important work - relying totally on our knowledgeable
and friendly chauffeurs - taking the hassle out of your experience. It can be tailored to your every
day requirements or simply phone up and organize a one-off booking - it's that easy. Make the
most of the competitive rates, giving you affordable luxury to make your life more organized and
stress free. The ABILITY service makes use of only the highest quality vehicles making sure you
arrive both safely and in style.

Scope of Work
ABILITY undertakes all maintenance duties for transportation facilities and conducts all the
security and surveillance for the properties.

Ability Logistic Solutions
As Equipment Rental consistently evolves, ABILITY still stand strong on its commitment to provide
the highest quality products and absolute excellence in service to each and every customer. Our goal
is to build lasting customer relationships and, ultimately, to be the equipment rental company of
choice in every market served. Since 2009, ABILITY has been highly successful at developing rental
programs by listening to customers and anticipating their needs. We offer a consistent and reliable
service no matter which location you choose.
ABILITY is one of the strongest in the industry. Our product line includes everything from small
hand held tools to large earthmoving equipment. We also offer additional services and solutions
such as, safety training, specialty services such as power generation, pumps and climate control and
unique programs to meet your companies' fleet management needs.
ABILITY was founded with the aim of providing complete power backup solution at an affordable
price. The company's main line of business is supply Diesel Generators on rental basis.
ABILITY symbolizes a company dedicated to the provision of innovative Engineering skills, each
year witness's further application of the latest technology to its products innovation, reliability and
total flexibility. For the last decade years, ABILITY has been involve not only in providing Power
backup solutions, we have well equipped workshop with innovative solutions for the custom tailored
power support that helps us to provide optimum power backup to our clients.

New Features/Benefits
٭Special Pricing Based on Commitment: Pricing designed to provide increased savings based on the
level of commitment from agencies
٭Aerial & Forklift Safety Training: Safety training now available to individuals and groups within
your organization
٭Standby Contracts for Power Generation and Disaster Relief: Services available to make sure your
community is ready in case of emergency providing peace of mind
٭New and Used Equipment Sales: The security that ABILITY can assist you with multiple purchase
options.

Mission statement
Our mission is to service & give quality gensets to the complete satisfaction of our customer.
Our purpose has always been to benefit our customers through our sophisticated products
and superb services.

Nature of Business
ABILITY provides every facility under one roof as Supply, Installation &commissioning of Diesel
Generating Sets, AMF/ATS (Auto main failure/ Auto transfer switch) Canopies an after services.

ABILITY's Goal
At ABILITY, we have the team of some of the finest professionals in the power solution business.
Our goal is not only to maintain sustained relationship with them, but also to keep them
constantly challenged. By being a dynamic and growing business, we have created a vibrant
environment for our people and associated. ABILITY do not just supply generators; ABILITY
analyses several factors before choosing the most suitable equipment for the job in hand, such as:
 ٭Load profile forecasts
 ٭Ease of operation
٭Transport &Logistical restrictions
 ٭Service intervals and importantly, fuel consumption

We are pleased to invite to contact our office for a more personal
and in-depth discussion regarding your current or future chauffer,
rental and leasing needs.
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